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Introduction. In topology, there is a significant class of //-spaces which are

homotopy-commutative, but not strictly commutative. As examples, one has the

loop spaces of //-spaces, for which, in general, no strictly commutative form exists.

However, these loop spaces are known, cf. [15], to satisfy far stronger homotopy-

commutativity properties than the usual one. It is the purpose of this paper to

introduce a new sequence of strong forms of homotopy-commutativity, called

Cn-forms, which are possessed by these loop spaces, and to examine the geometric

implications of a space possessing such a form.

The classical Hopf construction characterizes the //-spaces as being those spaces

which can be the null-homotopic fiber of a fibration over their own suspension.

Further, it follows from work of Stasheff, [11], or by a direct construction of the

present author, [17], that among the homotopy-associative //-spaces, the homotopy-

commutative ones are those for which the Hopf construction extends to a fibration

over the James' two-fold reduced product space of their suspension. Now spaces

which are fibered over «-fold reduced product spaces are important; they have been

used, for example, in the computation of homotopy groups, cf. Toda, p. 174 of [16].

It will be the principal result of this paper that those topological monoids for which

the Hopf construction extends to a fibration over the «-fold reduced product space

of their suspension are exactly those which admit C„-forms. (Although it is possible

to define the concept of Cn-form in the category of Stasheff's /in + 1-spaces, the

overwhelming bulk of notation required in that case causes the present paper to

deal with only the strictly associative case.)

The morphisms in the category of spaces with C„-forms will be introduced, and

these morphisms will be used to determine when certain induced fiber spaces admit

C„-forms. This, in turn, leads to a characterization in terms of ^-invariants of

certain spaces which admit Cn-forms.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The first section gives general back-

ground material and definitions. The concept of Q-form is introduced in an

intuitive fashion, the basic results of the paper are discussed informally, and

indications are given as to future research possibilities in this area. The second

section presents the precise definitions of the Cn-forms, states the main theorems,

and gives applications. The proofs are contained in the third section.
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1. The concept of //-space is one which has been the subject of much research

in recent years. (Recall that a topological space is called an //-space if there is a

continuous map m: Xx X-> X, written m(x, y)=xy, and an element e in X such

that ex=x=xe for every x in X.) The importance of //-spaces has come about

both because //-spaces arise in many more varied contexts than their parents, the

topological groups, and because many of the results of the theory of topological

groups remain valid in the more general context of //-spaces.

In many situations, the notions of associativity and commutativity of the multi-

plication in an //-space are too strict. In the case of associativity, the weaker

property of homotopy-associativity (i.e., (xy)z is homotopic to x(yz)) occurs more

frequently in practice. Similarly, homotopy-commutativity (xy homotopic to yx)

replaces strict commutativity in many cases. As was mentioned in the Introduction,

a well-known example of this phenomenon occurs in the space of loops on an

//-space.

One of the principal methods used in the investigation of //-spaces has been the

interplay between their algebraic properties, such as those discussed in the preceding

paragraph, and certain geometric properties. The first results of this nature were in

the development of the Hopf construction, due to H. Hopf [4], and later extended

by Spanier-Whitehead [10] and Sugawara [13]. This construction characterizes a

space as being an //-space if and only if it can appear as the fiber in a certain type

of fibration. The Hopf construction will be reviewed in §3. In [14], Sugawara

extended this method to characterize homotopy-associative //-spaces, and the

author, in [17], has given the analogous characterization of//-spaces which are both

homotopy-associative and homotopy-commutative. Perhaps the most spectacular

results in this line are those of Stasheff's theory of ^„-spaces [14], in which he

determines homotopy-associativity criteria for deciding which FZ-spaces admit

classifying spaces.

In discussing the two permutations of the product of two elements of an //-space,

X, there is no need to worry about associativity of the product. However, when one

begins to consider the various permutations of products of more than two elements

of X, the problem of nonassociativity rears its ugly head. To dismiss this problem

once and for all, the forms of higher homotopy-commutativity considered herein

will be defined only for associative //-spaces, called topological monoids. In dealing

with loop spaces, this is no real restriction since there is a well-known associative

model of the space of loops, given as follows : Let A" be a based space with base

point x0. Then the Moore space of paths in X, PX, consists of all pairs (A, r),

where A: [0, #■]-> X and A(0)=;c0. The Moore loop space of X, QX, consists of

all (A, r) in PX for which X(r)=x0. The pair (A, r) will be denoted by Ar.
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Sugawara [15] characterized the loop space of an //-space by strengthened

homotopy-commutativity designed to insure the existence of //-structure in its

classifying space. These conditions are described in Definition 7 of §2 of this paper.

It is not known what the implications of Sugawara's conditions are in the context

of the Hopf-type constructions.

Before discussing the C„-forms of homotopy-commutativity, we introduce some

notation and terminology. All spaces, unless otherwise specified, will be assumed

to have base points. In the case of an //-space, the base point will be taken to be the

identity element, and in the case of a CW-complex, the base point will be assumed

to be a 0-cell. The suspension of a space X, denoted by SX, will be the product of/

(the unit interval) with X, with the subspace (dix X) u (/x{x0}) identified to a

point. The «-fold Cartesian product of X with itself will be denoted by Xn. We are

now prepared to discuss the higher forms of homotopy-commutativity.

The basic idea is simple and intuitive. A homotopy-commutativity is simply a

homotopy connecting xy with yx, as described above. Now if a monoid, X, is

homotopy-commutative, then a chain connecting the various permutations of a

product of three elements of X is given as follows :

xyz ~ xzy ~ zxy ~ zyx ~ yzx ~ yxz ~ xyz.

The pattern here is that two permutations are connected by a homotopy which

commutes adjacent elements. Thus a map is defined dl2 x X3 -> X. If this map

extends to a map I2 x X3 -»■ X, then X satisfies the next higher degree of homotopy-

commutativity. Ordinary homotopy-commutativity will be called a C2-form, and

this new map, if it exists, will be called a C3-form on X, where the subscripts refer

to the number of elements of X being permuted. Now if such a C3-form exists,

then using it a map may be defined from dl3 xXi ^ X. If this extends to a new

map /3xl4^ X, then X admits the next higher form of homotopy-commutativity,

and this map is called a C4-form, and so on. In general, if a space admits C¡-forms,

2SiSn— 1, then a map is defined from 3/n_1 x A"" —> A", by using these forms,

which connects all the permutations of a product of n elements of X. If this map

extends to In~1x Xn ^ X, this extension will be called a Cn-form. It takes some

care to divide up properly the boundary of /" so that the permutations will be

connected in the right way. Although the basic idea is simple, the notation is

somewhat complicated. These concepts occupy Definition 1, 2, 4, and 5 of §2.

In this paper, we exploit the Cn-forms to obtain theorems of the Hopf construc-

tion type which characterize monoids which admit them, cf. Theorem 14. Further,

obstruction theoretic and dimensionality arguments are used to obtain some

technical results about spaces admitting Cn-forms, which are then applied to give

a characterization of Cn-spaces in terms of their /¿-invariants.

Several areas of investigation on d-spaces lie ahead. In a future paper, the

author will describe the relationship between the C„ notion of homotopy-com-

mutativity and the generalized higher Whitehead products of Porter, [9]. We also
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intend to develop the homology analogue of C„-commutativity so that more

effectively computable invariants of C„-spaces may be obtained.

2. In this section the precise definition of Cn-forms will be given and the main

theorems about them will be stated. The first step will be to determine how to

arrange the various permutations of a product of zz elements of a monoid around

the boundary of an (zz- l)-cell. This motivates the following definitions.

Definition 1. Let n denote the sequence (1,2,...,«). Subsequences of n will be

denoted by symbols At, Bm, etc., where the subscripts denote the number of

elements in the subsequence. The function iA: A¡^-n will be the inclusion, and A

will denote the composition l^-Al-^-n. An ordered pair, (A¡, Bm), of disjoint

subsequences of n is called a (/, m) partition, or shuffle, of « if Im (iA) u Im (iB)=n.

Analogously, an ordered k-tuple (Ah,..., Alk) of disjoint subsequences of n is an

(h,..., lk) partition if their union is equal to n. We shall utilize the following

description of a cell-complex structure on the (n— l)-cell which is due to Milgram,

[Definition 4.1 of 8], who observed its importance in connection with interated

loop spaces.

Definition 2. Consider «=(1, 2,..., zz) as a poinfin Rn. The symmetric group

5n acts on Rn by permuting the coordinates. Let Kn be defined to be the convex

hull of the orbit of n under this action.

From this definition, it is immediate that Kn is homeomorphic to an (n — 1)-

dimensional cell. The next two theorems are Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 of [8].

Theorem 3. FAe cells, Kn, satisfy the following properties.

1. The boundary of Kn, Ln, is the union of (n — 2)-cells which are in one-to-one

correspondence with the 2-fold partitions ofn.

2. If (A i, Bm) is such a partition, then the cell ofLn corresponding to it is the image

ofKxxKmby

V(Al,Bm):KlxKm^Ln,

a linear homeomorphism into Ln. (V(A¡, Bm)[K¡ x Km] will be denoted by Kf x F„.)

3. Two such cells of Ln, say Kf x F„ and Kf x Ff, intersect if and only if there

are partitions (Cp, Dq) of I and (C'¡, D'k) of s such that (/», q, m) = (r,j, k), and the

diagram

pxqxm-> CpxDqx Bm-> lxBm

rxjxk AiX Bm

y - '

A',x C'ix D'k —> A'rxs —> A'rx B's —> n

is commutative. In this case, their intersection is given by the commutativity of the

following diagram.
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KpxKQx K„
V(CP, Dq) x 1

> KtxKm

Kr x Kj x Kk

1 x ViCit D'k)

KrxKs-
ViA'r, B's)

V(Ah Bm)

+ Kn

The cell complexes Kt admit more structure, as given in the following lemma.

The maps guaranteed by this lemma may be thought of as degeneracy operators.

Lemma 4. There are maps Sj-. Kn + X-+ Kn,j=l,.. .,n + l, such that

(1) ifij=A(p), then the diagram

V(A„ Bs)
Kr x Ks-> Kn+X

SpXl

V(A'T-X,B'S)   +
Kr _ i x Ks-> K,

is commutative, where (A'r_i, B's) is the partition ofin given by

A' ->■ n

A-{p} (« +!)-{/}

(n + 1)

BÍ

Bs

^■n

(n+D-{j}

(n+1)

where the unlabelled arrows are injections;

(2) ifj=B(q), then the diagram

V(Ar, Bs)
KrxKs-> Kn + i

1 xsc Si

V(A'r,B's_i)    +
Kr x Ks _ j->■ K,

is commutative, where (A'r, B's_x) is defined in similar fashion to (A'r_x, B's) in (I) and
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(3) ifi<j, then

Kn +1-> F„*-n + l

Si Si

Sj — 1

is commutative.

It is now possible, using this terminology, to make precise the intuitive definition

of the higher homotopy-commutativity which was discussed above. The following

is the basic definition.

Definition 5. Let X be a topological monoid and n^ l.Then a Cn-form {g¡},

i= 1,..., n, on X is a set of maps Q¡ : K¡ x X1 -> X such that

(1) Qx: Kxx X ^ X is the identity map of X,

(2) Qi(V(A„ Bs)[p, Cf], XX, . . .,Xi)=Qr(p, xMX),.. .,xA(r))- Qs(o, xB(X), ■ ■ .,xB(s)),

where pe Kr,a e Ks, and xx,..., xte X, and

(3) if Xj = e, the identity of X, then

Qi(r, Xi,..., Xt) =  Qí-i(Sj(t), Xi,...,X,;..., X¡).

A space, X, together with a C„-form on X, is called a Cn-space. It may happen

that a space admits maps {Qt} for all z'^ 1, such that {gt}, i=l,..., n, is a Cn-form

for every zi. In this case X is called a C^-space.

Remark 6. The fact that the definitions of the Qt are consistent comes from the

following observations.

(1) If two cells of the boundary of F¡ intersect, the consistency of the definition

of Qi along their intersection is verified by part (3) of Theorem 3.

(2) The consistency of conditions (2) and (3) with each other is verified by parts

(1) and (2) of Lemma 4.

(3) The consistency of condition (3) of the definition is given by conclusion (3)

of Lemma 4.

Examples.

(1) Any commutative topological monoid, X, is a C^-space, by setting

Qn(I > xl> • • • > xn) = Xi • • • Xn

for all F in Kn, xu...,xn in X.

(2) A C2-form is simply a commuting homotopy, so the C2-spaces are the

homotopy-commutative monoids.

(3) If Y is an H-snace, and X= D Y, the associative loop space of Y, then A' is a

Co,-space. Although this fact follows from Example 4, a direct proof will be given

in §3.
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Before giving Example 4, we introduce some terminology which will be used

later to determine the invariants provided by the C„-forms. The next definition is

due to Sugawara [15].

Definition 7. Let Y and Z be monoids. Then a map/: Y -> Z is called strongly

homotopy-multiplicative if there exist maps

Mn: Yx(Ix Yy^Z,   « = 0,1,...,

such that

(1) M0=/and

(2) Mn(y0,tx,yx,...,tn,yn)

= Mn_x(y0,tx,yx,..., tl_x,yi.xyi,ti + x,yi + x,..., tn, yn)     if t¡ = 0,

= Mi_.x(y0,tx,yx,...,tt_x,yi-x)Mn-t(yi,ti + x,...,tn,yn)   if í¡ = 1.

We specialize this definition to call /m-homotopy-multiplicative if the Mn exist for

OSnSm. If X is a topological monoid, X will be called strongly homotopy-

commutative in. the sense of Sugawara, if the multiplication m: Xx X-> X is a

strongly homotopy-multiplicative map.

Example 4. If A" is a monoid which is strongly homotopy-commutative in the

sense of Sugawara, then A" is a Coo-space. It was pointed out to me by J. D. Stasheff

that this fact follows from triangulating the K^s and setting sufficiently many

coordinates equal to the basepoint in Sugawara's definition to obtain maps

ABxI*-> X, then piecing these together. Since this example is essentially equiv-

alent to Example 3, no further details will be given concerning it.

The category of countable CW-complexes which are monoids, and «-homotopy-

multiplicative maps is the true domain of the C„-spaces, in the sense indicated by

the following two results, whose proofs will be given in §3.

Proposition 8. Let Y andZ be monoids, where Y is countable CW-complex, and

Z is a Cn-space. Let f: Y ̂ Z be an n-homotopy-multiplicative map which is a weak

homotopy equivalence (i.e., /* : tt*( Y) -*■ ttJ^Z) is an isomorphism). Then Y may be

given a Cn-form.

From this proposition follows immediately the following invariance theorem.

Theorem 9. In the category of countable CW-monoids, the properly of being a

Cn-space is an invariant of n-homotopy-multiplicative homotopy type.

Remark 10. Let (A', L) be a pair of complexes. Then L is said to be retractile

in K, according to [5], provided N is contractible in M, where (M, N) is the identi-

fication space (CK, K)/(L, L). The following facts about retractile subspaces will

be applied to the Cn-theory.

(1) Let A" be an //-space. If F is retractile in K, then given/: CYx K-> X and

h: CFxF ^A'such that/| FxF = /z|FxF, then/| Fx/Textends to/: CYxK-^X

such that f\CYxL = h.

(2) The subspace Xm is retractile in X1.
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It follows from these facts that if {Q{}, i=l,..., n — l, is a Cn-x-form on a

countable CW-monoid, X, and if Q'n : Kn x Xn -> X satisfies condition (2) of the

definition of Cn-forms, then there exists Qn: Knx J"-^ Xsuch that {Qi}, i=l,...,

n, is a Cn-form on X.

The main results on Cn-spaces relate the algebraic property given by the C„-form

to certain geometric properties of X. These results may be phrased in terms of

quasifibrations. Hence, recall the following definition.

Definition ILA continuous surjection p : E -*■ F is called a quasifibration, q.f.

for short, provided that

/»*: Trjfi, p'\x), y) -> tt*(B, x)

is an isomorphism for all x in B and y in p ~ x(x).

Definition 12. A quasifibration /»: E-+ B is called principal, provided that the

fiber X=p ~ 1(*) is a monoid which acts on F in such a manner that (if N: X x E -*■ F

denotes the action) :

(1) N(*,y)=y,
(2) N(Xx{y})<=:p-i(p(y)),

(3) N(m(x, x'), y) = N(x, N(x', y)), and

(4) N(x, x')=m(x, x'),

for all x, x' in X and all y in Y. Here m denotes the multiplication of X.

Definition 13. Let A" be a space. Then (X)n, the (James) n-fold reduced product

space of X, is obtained by identifying points of Xn with each other if and only if

they are the same when occurrences of the base point are disregarded. There is an

obvious inclusion (X)n<^(X)n + x and the space obtained by taking the union of all

(X)n under these inclusions (with the weak topology) is called (A')0O. (It is well

known that (X)œ is the homotopy type of QSX, cf. [6], whenever Zis a connected

CW-complex.)

Main Theorem 14. Let X be a countable CW-monoid. Then the following conditions

are equivalent.

(1) X admits a Cn-form.

(2) The Hopf construction for X, p2: E2-> SX, extends to a principal quasi-

fibration p: En-> Bn, where Bn is the homotopy type of (SX)n.

(3) There is an n-homotopy-multiplicative map d: D(5Z)n-> X such if j: X^

Q(SX)n is the usual inclusion given byj(x)[t] = t Ax in SX, considered as a subspace

of (SX)n, then dj is homotopic to the identity map of X.

§3 will be devoted to the proof of this theorem, but we present here an outline

of the proof. The implication (1) => (2) will be proven by means of a direct

construction in the Dold-Lashof vein.

The implication (2) =■ (3) will be derived from the next two results.
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Lemma 15. If p.E^B is any q.fi, there is a "connecting map" d: Q.B^ F,

where F is the fiber. Ifp extends the Hopf map p2, then dj is homotopic to the identity

map of F.

Theorem 16. Ifp : E-^ Bis any principal q.f, then the connecting map d: Ü.B -> F

is strongly homotopy-multiplicative.

Lemma 15 is standard, and the proof of Theorem 16 may be found in [3].

There is a well known concept of what is meant by a sub-//-space of an //-space

being homotopy-commutative in the containing space, see [7]. In §3 there will be

given an analogous definition of a submonoid, Y, being Cn in a containing monoid,

X. The implication (3) => (1) is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 17. Let the inclusion Q.SX<= Cl(SX)n be induced by the inclusion SX^ (SX)n.

FAezz ÙSX is Cn in Cl(SX)n.

An application of our Main Theorem is the following corollary.

Corollary 18. A countable CW-complex, X, is a C^-space if and only if there

is a strongly homotopy-multiplicative map d: L\2S2X'-*■ X such that dj is homotopic

to the identity, where j: X-> Q.2 S2 X is given by the composition X^ Q.SX^ Q.2S2X.

Remark 19. There is another characterization of Cn-spaces which, owing to the

length of its proof, will merely be noted here, its development being reserved for a

subsequent paper. It is as follows: A countable CW-monoid, X, is a Cn-space if and

only if there is a map a : (SX)n -> Pn(X) which extends the identity map 1: SX -»>

5A'=F1(A'). Here Pn(X) is the zzth projective space of X, as constructed in [1].

This characterization is significant in the following two respects. First, it extends

the theorem of Stasheff, from [11], that a homotopy-associative //-space is

homotopy-commutative if and only if the map a: (SX)2 -> P2(X) exists. Secondly,

such a map a: (52)„^Fn(51), obtained by other means, is exploited by Toda,

p. 174 of [16], in his computations of homotopy groups of spheres. Thus the

existence of his map seems to be related to the commutativity of 51.

The idea of the proof of this characterization is to obtain a fiber-preserving map

from the total space, Fn, of Theorem 14, to the total space of the Dold-Lashof

construction, En.

It is a natural question to ask what the maps are in the category of C„-spaces,

i.e., what are the maps which sufficiently respect the C„-forms. Just as in the

category of //-spaces it is more useful to consider the //-maps rather than only the

strict homomorphisms, the maps in the Cn-category will be taken to be those which

preserve the structure up to homotopy.

In his work with ^„-spaces, Stasheff in [12] determines necessary and sufficient

conditions to decide when the total space of a fibration induced from a path space

fibration admits an .¿„-form. His methods serve to motivate the following definitions

and to provide models for the resulting theorems, which answer the analogous

questions for C„-forms.
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Definition 20. Let (A", {ßf}) and (W, {Qf}) be C„-spaces. Then a map/: Z-> W

is called a Cn-map, provided that /is a homomorphism of monoids and that there

exist maps

Di:IxKixXi^W,       i = 2,...,n,

such that

A(0, r,xx,..., Xi) = ßftT, f(xx),..., f(Xi)),

DÁI, t, xx,..., *,) = /(o?(t, «!,..., *,));

A(í, *T¿„ 5s)[p, ct], *!,..., X()

= Dr(t, p, xAm,..., xA(r))■ Ds(t, a, xB(i),..., xB(s))

and

(3) D{(t, t,Xi,..., xd = A - lit, s/t), xx,...,xh...,Xi)

if Xj = e, the identity of X.

If A'and IF are Cx -spaces, and the D{ exist for all z'ä 1, then/is called a C^-map.

Examples.

(1) A homomorphism of abelian monoids is a Cxj-map.

(2) Let X and Y be //-spaces and/: X^ Y be an //-map. Then/: £2A"^ QT

is a Cn-map.

The following theorem illustrates the use of C„-maps by giving an extension

theorem for Cn-forms.

Theorem 21. Let X and W be countable CW Cn-spaces and f: X^W be a

Cn-map. Let p: Y-> X be the fibration induced by f from the standard fibration

tt: PW ^ W. Then Y may be given the structure of a Cn-space in such a way that p

is a Cn-map.

Partial converses to this theorem may be easily obtained by making dimensional-

ity restrictions on the homotopy and cohomology groups of the spaces involved in

order to insure that certain obstructions vanish. The next two theorems, which are

of a rather technical nature, illustrate this method.

Theorem 22. Let p: Y-> X be the fibration induced from tt: PW^ Wby a map

f: X-+W. Suppose that X, Y, and W are Cn-spaces, that p is a Cn-map, and that f

is a Cn-x-map. Further, suppose that there exist integers p andq, q^p^2 such that

(1) nliX) = 0,for iSp-l, and

(2) TTi(W) = 0,fior ¡Sqandi^(n-l)p+q.

Then f is a Cn-map.

Theorem 23. Let (X,{Q?}) be a Cn^x-space and let (Y,{QYt}) be a Cn-space.

Let p: Y^- X be a fibration with fiber F which is a Cn-x-map. Further, suppose that

there exist integersp andq, q^p^2, such that

(1) TTi(X) = 0,for iSp-l andi^(n-l)ip + l)+q, and

(2) TTi(F) = 0,fioriSq-l.
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Then there exist Q\ : Kn x Xn -*■ X such that

(a) {Qf} is a Cn-form on X, and

(b) /? is a Cn-map.

The proofs of the last three theorems will be outlined in §3. These theorems,

together with Proposition 8 yield the following application, cf. [12, pp. 301-302].

Theorem 24. A space with a two-stage Postnikov system admits a Cn-form if and

only if its k-invariant is represented by a Cn-map.

3. Let us begin this section by considering Example 3 of the preceding section,

namely that the space of loops on an //-space is a C^-space. Its proof will follow

from the proof of Lemma 17. We need the following definition.

Definition 25. Let F be a monoid, X a space. A map xb:Z^- Y is called a

Cn-commutativity ofZ into Y if there are maps

Qr.KtxZ'^Y,       i = l,...,»

satisfying conditions (2) and (3) of the definition of C„-form, but with condition

(1) replaced by

(1) Qx:Z-> Y is just xb:Z-+ Y.

We now restate Lemma 17.

Lemma 17. Let xb: Q.X^ &(X)n be induced by the inclusion X^ (X)n. Then xb

is a Cn-commutativity of £iX into £l(X)n.

Proof. This proof is an extension of the familiar one showing that the loop-space

of an //-space is homotopy-commutative. It is based on the fact that there are the

two "multiplications" of QA'in Ci(X)n. One is the loop additions, and the other is

given by (Aj>, A|i) -*• [Aj>, A^], where [Afi, X^] is the loop in (X)n of length max (rx, r2)

[Afi, A2r2](?) = [AHO, K<t)},     t = min (rx, r2),

= [Aii(/i), Aja(i)],    if n = min (rlt r2),

= [Aii(0, A2r<r2)],   if r2 = min (rx, r2).

Furthermore, [Aj>,..., A;«] is defined for z'á« by iteration. Now assume inductively

that Q¡ has been defined for j < i in such a manner that

Ô,(t, Aíi, ..., Ai«) =[..., e"i + X)i + eci,...],

when given by requirement (2) of the definition. Here A^ denotes X)i reparametrized

to the length b¡ and ea' is the constant path at the basepoint of length a¡.

Then we may regard F¡ as the cone on its boundary and set

Q,(t a s, X[i,..., AfO = [.. .,e«í4-Af/+a-«K,,<+cí)+e»e/,...],

which accomplishes the definition of Qt.

As a corollary, we have Example 3.
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Corollary 26. If X is an H-space, then QX is a Cn-space for all n.

Proof. Let (X)n —> X be given by multiplication, associating from the right.

Then the composition

Ki x (ÇiXy -=*»■ &(X)n —> QJiT,       1 S i S «

is a Cn-form in X, where Q¡ is the map of the preceding lemma.

We now turn to the proof of Proposition 8. It will be accomplished by induction

on z, the degree of the C¡ form, then by induction on the skeleta of X.

Proof of Proposition 8. Suppose Qf: KjX Xf -*■ X has been defined for/</, in

such a way that there is a homotopy, Hf, between/o Qf and QJ ° (1 xf') satisfying

the consistency hypothesis stated below. Our problem is to construct a C¡-form

on X. Its value is already specified on Qf : Bd (K¡) x X' -> X.

It suffices to show that there is a homotopy //¡: lx Bd (Kt) xl'^f between

f°Qf and QJ ° (1 xfi). Then making use of the fact that/induces isomorphisms

of homotopy groups, Qf may be extended by induction on the skeleta of Kt x X'

in such a way that H¡ extends to become a homotopy between/ ° Qf and QJ ° (I xf)

onallof/xA^xA"'.

Such a homotopy exists on each top-dimensional face of Bd (K¡), but these

homotopies may not coincide on the intersections of the faces. Specifically suppose

2/-i r¡ = i and faces of the form Kri + ...+r¡x Kr¡+1 + ... + ,k intersect; j=l, ...,k—\.

We may write their intersection as KTl x ■ ■ ■ x K,k. Let (px,..., pk) be a point in

this intersection. Then for each/ we have a homotopy

f(Qi(pi, xA\X), ■ ■., xÀi(r%l).Qfk(Pk, *,»*<«, ■ • •))

= f(Qa(pa, XA*a), . . ., X.,"(„))' Qß(pß, XA*m, ...))

~ fi(Qa(Pa, XA<m, . . .)'f(Qß(Pß, XAtm, . . .))

~ Ql(ptt, f(xA«ay), ■ ■ -)-Ql(Pß, f(xA\v), ...),byDax D„,

= QJf.pi, f(xAhi)), ■■■).QJk(Pk, f(xA*iV),...).

Here a = rx+ ■ ■ ■ +rh ß = rj + x+ ■ ■ ■ +rk, and (Aa, Aß) is the (a, ß) partition which

refines to the (rx,..., rk) partition (A1,..., Ak).

Then in order to piece together the homotopies, exactly what is required is that

/be a A>homotopy-multiplicative map.

Now let us prove Theorem 13.

Proof that (1) => (2). We begin with E0 = X and a^ X -> X the identity map.

LetZi = (A'ixA'xA'[i-11)u(Bd(Ai)xA'i)i=A'ixA'i. Here A'[i"1] denotes the sub-

space of A"'"1 consisting of those points at least one of whose coordinates is the

basepoint. Then/z(: F¡ -> B¡, ¡Sn, are constructed inductively as follows: Let

ai:(KiXXi,Zl)^(Ei_i,Ei_2)

be a relative homeomorphism, in which aj|Zt is given by
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il) if x¡ = e, the identity of X, then

ai(r, X, Xi, . . ., Xi-i) = Üí-X(S¡(t), X, Xx, . . ., Xj, . . ., X¡_x),

(2) if (A„ Bs) is a partition of i, and i e A„ then

at(V(ar, Bs)[p, a], x,Xi,...,x(-i) = ar(p, x, xA.m,.. .,xA.(r.X)),

where A'r _ x = Ar — (i), and

(3) if (A„ Bs) is a partition of i, and i e Bs, then

a¡(V(Ar, Bs)[p, a], x, Xi,...,x,-i)

= as(o, X- Qr(p, XMX), . . ., XAW), XB.{X), . . ., XB.(S-iy)

where B'S^X = BS — (i).

Let F0 be a point. Then let Af: (Ktx X1'1, Wt)-> (B¡_x, F¡_2) be a relative

homeomorphism, where

Wt = (F, x A-«"») u (Bd (Kt) x A""1)

and Aj|IKi is defined by formulas (1), (2), and (3) with x omitted. Now define

/»¡: Fj ->■ Fj as being induced from the projection Ft x A'x X1'1 -> F¡ x (e) x A1'"1

= FixA'i-1.

The action TV,: A'x F¡ -*■ F¡ is defined by

NÁz, «¡(t, x, x¡,.. .,Xi-i)) = «¡(t, zx, Xi, ...,Xt-i).

First we verify that Bn is homotopic to (5A')n. Recall that (5A')n may be formed by

relative homeomorphisms :

c¡:(TxXl, (Bd (/') x X>) u (/' x A"[iI)) -> ((5A-),, (ST),_x),       / = 1,..., zz,

given by

Ci(tx, . . ., t¡, Xx, . . ., Xi) == Ci-X\tx, . . ., tk, . . ., f(, xx,..., xk,..., x¡),

if z¡ = 0 or 1, or if xk=e.

Now consider the map gt: Kt-*-I*~x given on the vertices of F¡ as follows. Let

(rx,..., z-j) be a vertex of F¡ given by an element y g S(i) by (rx,..., r/) = y(l,..., i).

Then set gt(rx,..., r¡) = (t2,..., t¡) e V '1 where

tk = 0,    if y(l) <y(i),

= 1,    ify(z)<y(l).

It is easily verified that the image of the set of vertices of a face of F¡ is the set of

vertices of a face of F-1. Hence g{ can be extended by linearity to map Bd (F¡)

onto Bd (F-1). Furthermore, it is clear how to deform gt into a homeomorphism.

Now extend gt to 'map gt : Ft -> F in such a way that gt restricted to Int (F¡) is a

homeomorphism. Let xbx: Bx^ SX be the identity map. We shall define inductively
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maps tpt: F¡-»(5A')¡ such that ^,|Fi_1=^i_1. Suppose we have done this for j<i

in such a way that the diagram

rV{ + ! gi + lX > (Bd (/')xJi')U (Fx Xin) czpxX*

Ai+i c,

F.,    ^ > (sx\_x

is commutative and such that xbi_1 is a homotopy equivalence. Then ^.j can be

extended to a homotopy equivalence, xbf. F¡ -> (5A')i. The fact that this ^¡ satisfies

the inductive hypothesis follows from the definitions of gi + 2, bi + 2, and ci + 1.

To complete the implication (1) => (2), it remains to show that pt: F¡ -> F¡ is a

quasifibration. The method of proof is due to Dold and Thorn [2]. The base, Ft,

may be expressed as the union of two open subsets, U and W, such that /»¡ is a q.f.

over each of U, W, and U n IK. The details are similar to those in the proof of

Theorem 19 on p. 286 of [12] and hence will be omitted.

As mentioned in §2, the implication (2) => (3) follows immediately from Lemma

15 and Theorem 16. We now consider the implication (3) ■=> (1).

Proof that (3) => (1). By Lemma 17, there are maps g¡: F¡ x (Ü5A')Í -* Q.(SX)n,

i=l,..., n, realizing the inclusion ü5A"cü(5Ar)i as a Cn-commutativity of £)5Ar

into í2(5A")i. Composition with the canonical inclusion of X into QSX yields a

Cn-commutativity of X into Q(SX)n realized by maps Q¡: F¡ x Xi -> Í2(5A% Our

first attempt to define a C„-form on X would be to define Q^: F¡ x Xi -*■ A' to be

the composition

F¡ x X1 ^^> D(5Ar)i —> A-.

This attempt would succeed if d were actually a homomorphism. Since 0" is only

an «-homotopy-multiplicative map, however, this definition does not work. Instead,

the Qi have to be defined inductively, using a procedure similar to that of the proof

of Proposition 9. (An alternative approach would be to replace d by an equivalent

map which is a homomorphism.) With this modification, the construction of the

Cn-form on X can be completed. This finishes the proof of Theorem 14.

Now we turn to the results on Cn-maps and on Cn-forms in induced fibrations.

We begin by remarking that the claim in Example 2 that the loop map of an //-map

is a Coo-map is easily verified using the same homotopies which were used in

constructing the C„-forms on CÏX and O Y. We now proceed to the next theorem.

Proof of Theorem 21. Let zrzx, QJ, mw, QJ, be the multiplications and Crforms

on X and W, respectively. We are given maps

Df.IxKiXX'-^W,       2 á ¡'ú n.
Let

Di:KixXi^W'xR       (F the reals)

be the adjoint of Du deformed to make it basepoint-preserving, keeping the

deformation through paths satisfying the boundary conditions of Definition 21.
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We may use the multiplication and Crforms on IF to induce laws of composition,

mw and Qw, on W, in similar fashion to that in the proof of Lemma 17.

The multiplication mY, on y and the Crforms, QJ, on F may be given as follows:

mY((xx, ax), (x2, a2)) = (mx(xx, x2), mw(ax, a2)),

and

QJ(r,(xx,ax),...,(Xi,a¡))

= (Qf(r, Xi, . ..,Xi), Q\v(t, ax,..., ai) + Êt(T, Xu..., Xi)).

Here t e K¡, x¡,..., xt e X, and alt..., a¡ e PW.

The verification that these definitions satisfy the requirements is straightforward.

We now turn to the proofs of Theorems 22 and 23.

Proof of Theorem 22. What is required is a map D„: lx Knx Xn -> W which

satisfies the boundary conditions as given in Definition 20. These conditions

already determine Dn on the subset Bd (lxKn)xXnu IxKnx Xm.

The proof that the obstructions to extending Dn to the rest of lx Kn x Xn are

zero uses the same methods as those in Proposition 10.5 on p. 309 of [12] and thus

will be omitted. The proof of Theorem 23 uses the same techniques as Theorem 22

in locating the obstructions to the construction of Qn in trivial cohomology groups,

and consequently we again refer to Stasheff's work in [12] for the methods of this

proof.
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